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Preface
This Avida-ED Lab Book was prepared for use in Michigan State University course
IBIO150 – Integrative Biology: From DNA to Populations – and the Avida-ED Active LENS
Train-the Trainers Workshops. The Lab Book represents the cumulative work of many
people, including the present Avida-ED Project Curriculum Development Team (Robert T.
Pennock, Diane Blackwood, Louise Mead, Jim Smith, and Mike Wiser), with significant
contributions from former members Cory Kohn, Amy Lark, and Wendy Johnson. The Lab
Book, as presented here, was assembled from component files by JS on June 10, 2019.
This edition’s activities have been substantially reworked for greater clarity and biological
content depth, pedagogical scaffolding, and student engagement. Though the activities in
this version of the Avida-ED Lab Book are similar to their past iterations, experienced
Avida-ED instructors should re-familiarize themselves with the content. Of particular note,
the Lab Book now contains a new Exercise #4, which investigates population change due
to random processes – genetic drift.
Based on feedback from Active LENS faculty development workshop participants,
beginning with the 2016 edition we incorporated terminology changes to help students
better understand the factors that lead to changes in an organism’s fitness. In particular,
what was previously called “metabolic rate” is now called “energy acquisition rate” and
“gestation time” is now called “offspring cost.” Fitness is defined as the energy acquisition
rate divided by the offspring cost, which equals the rate of production of offspring.
This edition has updated screenshots and instructions for the web-based version of AvidaED (vers. 3.0), released in 2016. This version was developed by the Avida-ED software
group, Robert T. Pennock, Charles Ofria, Richard Lenski, Diane Blackwood and Matt
Rupp. Diane Blackwood is the lead programmer for this version.
The Avida-ED Lab Book contains materials modified from versions originally developed for
various undergraduate biology curricula. The Introduction activity was originally produced
by Wendy Johnson, Robert T. Pennock, and Louise Mead. Exercise 1, Exercise 3, and the
Independent Research activity were originally produced by Robert T. Pennock and Amy
Lark. Exercise 3 as presented here has been modified significantly from its original form by
Jim Smith and Cory Kohn. Exercise 2 was originally produced by Jim Smith, and Exercise
4 by Cory Kohn.
This curriculum is free to be used and modified under a Creative Commons AttributionNonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International License. The Avida-ED Quick Start User
Manual was written by Robert T. Pennock, who retains copyright protection. The inclusion
of the DiscoverMagazine article, “Testing Darwin” by Carl Zimmer, was explicitly permitted
by Kalmbach Publishing Co. for use here.
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Getting the Avida-ED software
Avida-ED 3.0 is the current version of the software and its use remains free of charge.
With this release, Avida-ED now runs in a browser window instead of as a standalone application. This solves the problem of developing and maintaining separate
applications for MacOS, Windows, and other operating systems. Eventually, it will
run fully in all major browsers, but at the moment full functionality requires Firefox,
Safari, or Chrome.
● Access the latest software, curriculum, and news from the Avida-ED home
page:http://avida-ed.msu.edu/(mirror at: http://avida-ed-mirror1.beacon-center.org/
The direct URL for Avida-ED 3.2 is:
https://avida-ed.msu.edu/app/AvidaED.html
We also have a mirror location for Avida-ED 3.2:
http://avida-ed-mirror1.beacon-center.org/AvidaED.html
● Once Avida-ED has loaded in the browser, it runs entirely on the computer’s CPU,
not on any remote server. This means it requires an internet connection only to
initially load, but not to run.
● For users who want to keep a local copy on their computers for occasions when
they have no internet access at all, the Avida-ED web site also has links for selfhosted versions for Macs and PCs.

Note: Previous stand-alone versions of the software—Avida-ED 2.0 and 1.2 for Mac OSX
and Avida-ED 1.2 for Windows—are no longer maintained but remain available for
historical reference.
a. Go to http://avida-ed.msu.edu/
b. Click on “Vintage Archive” on the bottom left.
c. Select the operating-specific version to begin your download.
d. Open the file and drag the Avida-ED icon to the desktop. Open the application.
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An Avida-ED Curriculum
Introduction – Avida-ED and Digital Evolution
The introductory activity demonstrates how Avida-ED can be used, while initiating an
exploration of biological concepts further addressed in the four Exercises. See the
DiscoverMagazine article “Testing Darwin” by Carl Zimmer for background on Avida-ED,
and the Avida-ED Quick Start User Manual and an online video <https://avidaed.msu.edu/support/> for further help.
Exercise 1 – The Introduction of Genetic Variation by Random Mutation
Exercise 2 – Exploring Random Mutation and Selection
Exercise 3 – Exploring Fitness and Population Change under Selection
Exercise 4 – Exploring Population Change without Selection
This series focuses on the processes of mutation, natural selection and genetic drift by
highlighting the basic components of evolutionary change – variation, inheritance,
selection, and time. If these components are present in a system then evolution will
proceed, whether the system is biological or digital. A population of organisms can exhibit
both genotypic (genetic information) and phenotypic (expressed trait) variation. Mutation is
fundamental to the inheritance process because it generates genotypic variation that can
be expressed phenotypically. Only phenotypic variation is acted upon directly by natural
selection; differences in expressed traits allow some individuals in a population to
reproduce more than others. An individual’s fitness is dependent on its environment, and is
relative to other individuals in the population. Natural selection is not the only fundamental
evolutionary process; genetic drift, or evolutionary change due to random sampling in a
population, is also an important influence on genotypic and phenotypic frequencies. Time
plays a fundamental role throughout all of these processes.
Exercise 1 focuses on inheritance and genotypic variation by investigating mutation, the
ultimate source of variation. Exercise 2 explores how genotypic variation influences
phenotypic variation and how time plays a fundamental role in the process. Exercise 3
synthesizes the components of natural selection by focusing on how relative fitness
differences lead to population change. Exercise 4 expands upon processes that produce
evolutionary change via a model visualization of genetic drift.
Independent Research – Experimental Evolution Project
Exercises 1-4 familiarize students with Avida-ED and prepare them to propose and carry
out scientific experiments in digital evolution using Avida-ED. The suite of activities
described in the “Independent Research – Experimental Evolution Project” section
includes brainstorming research interests, formalizing a proposal, performing experiments
with replication, and collecting, analyzing, and interpreting data. The final product is a
research poster that students can present to peers, instructors, and passersby.
1
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Introduction - Avida-ED and Digital Evolution
Avida-ED is the educational version of Avida, a software platform created by a group of
computer scientists and software engineers interested in the experimental study of digital
organisms in order to better understand how biological evolution works. Both Avida and
Avida-ED provide an instance of evolution in a model environment. The evolution itself is
real; the digital organisms are subject to the same processes as biological organisms,
such as reproduction, mutation, and natural selection. Scientists use Avida to study how
digital organisms evolve, and examine questions related to the evolution of complex
features, sex, parasitism, cooperation, and foraging behavior. Avida has even been used
to confirm the outcomes of ongoing biological experiments. This is possible because the
process of evolution is “substrate neutral,” meaning that when a system possesses three
key characteristics – variation, inheritance, and selection – evolution will inevitably result.
Using the powerful study system of Avida-ED, you will be able to design and perform your
own experiments to test hypotheses about evolution in much the same way that
researchers use Avida. An arrow ➜ indicates a question you should answer.

Questions to Think About as you Go Through the Introduction
● What is Avida-ED (and how does it work)?
● Can we study evolution by performing experiments? Explain.
● How is Avida a useful tool for biologists? What are the strengths and limitations of this
model?

Tasks
1. Begin by reading the article by Carl Zimmer “Testing Darwin” that appeared in
Discover Magazine in 2005. The article can be found in the Lab Book or online
here: http://discovermagazine.com/2005/feb/cover
2. Start Avida-ED, available at URL below. The program now runs in a web browser.
Please note that the program may take a minute to load, be patient. Navigate to:
https://avida-ed.msu.edu/app/AvidaED.html
3. Watch the Avida-ED video tutorial to help you explore the application’s controls. It
can be found in the support section of the Avida-ED website or on YouTube:
https://youtu.be/mJwtg0so4BA
4. Familiarize yourself with the Avida-ED Quick Start User Manual, which can be
found at the end of this Lab Book. Along with a Glossary, this is an invaluable
resource on how the program works.
5. Continue with the rest of this Introduction activity. It will demonstrate how the
program can be used while introducing biological concepts to be further explored.
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Avida-ED Workspace Areas
1. The “Navigation” area allows you to switch among three viewer modes:
a. Population – the Virtual Petri Dish (Map), experimental setup, and statistics
panels; allows evolution experiments to be conducted and data collected
b. Organism – the execution of an individual’s genomic instruction sequence;
allows the confirmation of phenotypes and display of offspring’s mutations
c. Analysis – the collected data from a finished experiment; allows comparisons of
population variables (e.g. average fitness) over time
2. The “Freezer” area allows you to collect and use saved materials:
a. Configured Dishes – experimental setups to aid in treatment replication
b. Organisms – individual Avidians for use as ancestors in Population viewer
experiments, or for examination with the Organism viewer
c. Populated Dishes – experimental populations for continuing experiments using
the Population viewer, or for examination with the Analysis mode
3. The “Lab Bench” area is where things happen; experiments are performed, Avidian
individuals and population are observed, and data are collected.
When in the Population viewer, the Lab Bench consists of the Virtual Petri Dish (or Map),
which is the digital environment in which the Avidians reproduce and the Avidian
population evolves (Figure 1).

Figure 1. The Population viewer with its Lab Bench area set to Map
mode, with labeled Navigation and Freezer areas on the left.

By selecting “Setup” above the Map you can access the experimental settings (Figure 2).
Here you can change the Per Site Mutation Rate (default, 2.0%), the availability of
resources associated with Avidian functions (default, all available), and other parameters.
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Figure 2. The Population viewer flipped to Setup.

To run an experiment, go to the Population viewer, flip to Setup, drag an organism from
the Freezer to the Ancestral Organism box, flip to Map view, select “Run” below the Map.
To examine a single Avidian, navigate to the Organism viewer and drag an organism from
the Freezer to the genetic code box next to the genetic symbol near the top of the Lab
Bench. Then use the navigation buttons below the box to observe the Avidian’s life
processes (Figure 3). The genome is circular and is composed of instructions, represented
by single letters within colored circles. Each instruction is a simple programming command,
which altogether create a computer program. Notice the genome of the “@ancestor”
organism contains many tan-colored “c” instructions; these are “no operation” commands.

Figure 3. The Organism viewer with the “@ancestor” organism.
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Part I – Examining an Avidian and observing reproduction
The digital organisms in Avida-ED, called Avidians, have a “genome” composed of a series
of instructions, which are simple programing commands. In Avida-ED, an Avidian genome
is always exactly 50 instructions in length, and the genome’s execution constitutes the
organism’s life processes. An Avidian is able to reproduce only if it has a sequence of
instructions that allows it to do so. The Avidian used to start many experiments in AvidaED is “@ancestor” and it has the ability to reproduce itself.
Observe an Avidian undergoing reproduction:
1. Navigate to the Organism viewer, and the lab bench will display a large rectangle
with a set of navigation buttons at the bottom.
2. Drag the “@ancestor” from the Freezer to the genetic code box near the top of the
lab bench area. After a second or two, the genome will load (see Figure 3).
3. Select “Run”, and observe the organism’s genome being executed. The curved
lines or execution path within the genome represent the instructions being
executed and their height (increasing towards the center of the genome) represents
the number of times that instruction has been executed. Eventually the organism
will begin reproducing – its offspring’s genome will take shape on the right.
4. Use the slider and/or the “Back” and “Forward” buttons to observe the genome
being executed at the position and pace you wish to explore.
5. While paused or at the end of the reproduction process, you can display the
genomic position (number) of any instruction by selecting it.
After exploring an Avidian reproducing, please respond to the following questions:
Which position of the Avidian genome is the first to be executed?
Which positions of the Avidian genome are responsible for reproduction? (Hint,
what does the execution path, and its height, represent?)
Storing an Avidian in the Freezer and examining an offspring’s genome:
1. Select “End” to skip to the very end of the reproduction process. A genetic code
symbol will appear within the offspring’s genome.
2. To freeze the offspring for later use, drag its genetic code symbol directly on top of
an organism already listed in the Organisms section of the Freezer. Another method
is to simply choose “Save Offspring Organism” in the Freezer menu.
3. A prompt will appear to name the Avidian. You may use any name you like, but for
future use we suggest a descriptive name of some sort. Items saved in the freezer
may be renamed or deleted by right-clicking on the freezer item.
4. You can now examine the offspring by placing it in the Organism viewer.
Practice freezing your offspring Avidian, placing it in the Organism viewer, and then
deleting it from the Freezer. You will need to apply these skills in Part II and Part III.
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Part II – Observing mutations that occur during Avidian reproduction
1.
2.
3.
4.

While still in the Organism viewer, select Settings above the Lab Bench area.
Set the Per Site Mutation Rate to 10% by entering “10” in the box next to the slider.
Drag the “@ancestor” from the Freezer to the genetic code box.
Select “Run” then “End” to skip the animation. The number line and slider track the
current location within the entire set of commands being executed. Notice that the
total number of instructions executed (far right number line value) is greater than the
Avidian genome length of 50. Some instructions may be executed many times (very
high curved execution paths) and others might not be executed at all (the execution
path jumps those instructions). The number of executed instructions required to
complete reproduction is termed Offspring Cost.
5. Observe the mutations that occur in the offspring’s genome. A mutation is
highlighted with a black outline around the instruction circle. In Avida-ED, mutations
only occur during the reproduction process, and appear in the offspring of an
ancestral Avidian.
After observing reproduction with a 10% mutation rate, respond to the following:
In your own words, provide a description of how an Avidian reproduces.
Given a 10% per site mutation rate, how many sites do you predict will have a
mutation? Show your calculations or provide support for your response.
How many mutated sites did you observe your Avidian’s offspring to actually have?
Describe how the offspring’s genome compares to the parent’s genome.
If a mutation occurred in the sequence of instructions responsible for reproduction
what do you predict would happen to the mutated offspring’s ability to reproduce?
After recording this prediction, perform the experiment. If your current offspring does
not have one or more mutations in the set of reproduction instruction positions, select
“Reset” then “Run” and “End” to observe another reproduction replicate. Continue until
there’s an appropriate offspring genome; freeze and examine using the Offspring viewer.
Were your predictions upheld?
What is happening to its ability to reproduce? (Hint, compare the Avida-ED terms
“viability” and “death” in the Glossary of the Avida-ED Quick Start User Manual.)
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Part III – Comparing Avidian genomes and phenotypes
1. While still in the Organism viewer, drag the “@all_functions” organism from the
Freezer to the genetic code box.
2. Select “Run”, and observe the Avidian’s genome being executed.
3. While it is executing, notice the numbers directly above the number line. At each of
these points during its execution, the organism performs a logic function. Each
number corresponds to a function listed in the Details window at the top right.
Notice that the number of Times Performed indicated here should increase by one
at each of the indicated points above the number line. The performance of a
function is a phenotype of the Avidian, as is the ability to reproduce. The sequence
of instructions in the genome is the genotype of the Avidian.
4. The labeled arrays of yellow and blue squares describe in computer science terms
how the organism’s genome (computer program) is working. Selecting “Instruction
Details” will display a description of the instruction (simple programing command)
just executed as well as the instruction about to be executed. All of these computer
science details can be ignored unless the user is particularly curious.
After observing its ability to perform functions, compare the “@all_functions”
organism to the “@ancestor” organism investigated in Parts I & II:
How do the genotypes and phenotypes of the “@all_functions” and “@ancestor”
organisms compare?
The “@all_functions” organism is a descendant of the “@ancestor” organism.
How do you think it became so different?
How does the execution path of the “@all_functions” and “@ancestor” organisms
compare?
What accounts for the Offspring Cost difference between the “@all_functions” and
“@ancestor” organisms?

Considering Parts I, II, & III and your prior knowledge, respond to the following:
How is an Avidian genome similar to a bacterial genome?

How is Avidian genetics different from biological genetics?
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Part IV – Evolving a Population of Avidians
Avidian populations grow in the Virtual Petri Dish (or Map), similar in many ways to how
bacterial populations grow when plated on a medium in a Petri dish. The Map is divided
into a grid in which each cell contains one Avidian. When an Avidian reproduces, the
offspring is placed in a cell adjacent to its parent (the default setting) or randomly on the
Map. As we saw in Part II, if there is mutation, the resulting offspring Avidian will not be
identical to its parent.

Figure 4. The Population viewer with a paused experiment, displaying Selected
Organism and Population Statistics panels, as well as a real-time graph showing
Average Fitness in the population, among other options.

Evolving a population from a single ancestor; identifying an Avidian with high fitness:
1. Navigate to the Population viewer and flip to “Setup” (Figure 2).
2. Drag “@ancestor” from the Freezer to the Ancestral Organism(s) box.
3. Set the following parameters: Dish Size 30x30; 2% Per Site Mutation Rate; Place
Offspring Near their parent; Uncheck all resources; Repeatability Mode
Experimental; Pause Run Manually. [Note: each resource available in the
environment provides increased energy, which alters the Energy Acquisition Rate
of Avidians performing the corresponding function. Since Fitness equals Energy
Acquisition Rate divided by Offspring Cost, relative fitness also changes.
4. Select “Map” to return to Map view. Below the Map, confirm that the viewing Mode
is set to “Fitness”; Avidians on the Map will be colored according to the continually
adjusting Fitness color scale. The slider on the left will increase the Map view size.
5. Select “Run” below the Map and watch as the ancestor organism and its
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descendants multiply. Notice changes within the Population Statistics panel at the
top right and the graph below.
6. Select “Pause” to halt population growth when there are no empty (black) cells.
7. View an organism’s details by selecting its Map cell, outlining it in white. Information
for the Avidian in this cell will be displayed in the Selected Organism Type panel
(Figure 4). Select a few other Avidians and notice how their details differ.
8. Continue the experiment by selecting “Run”. Notice the Y-axis options for the graph
on the lower right and view each in turn while the experiment is in progress.
9. Pause the experiment when there have been about 500 updates, as indicated
below the Map on the left. (An update is a unit of time in Avida-ED.)
10. Identify an individual organism with a relatively high fitness for the population. To do
so, select organisms in turn and check the Selected Organism Type panel. If there
is enough variation in the population, the Fitness color scale may also be helpful.
11. Practice saving an Avidian to the Freezer. With your identified high fitness organism
selected, select “Freeze” beneath the Map. Choose “Organism” from the displayed
options, and enter a name. For future experimental use we suggest a descriptive
name that is meaningful to you, for example “org_fitness0.55”.
12. Practice saving a populated dish to the Freezer. Select “Freeze” beneath the Map
and choose “Population”. Again, use a descriptive name. We suggest using a
labeling system that denotes important experimental variables, for example
“2%mut_30x30_no-res_@anc” for this experimental setup. [Note: the Freezer menu
can also be used to store items in the freezer.]
Considering this entire activity and associated readings, respond to the following:
What distinguishes the Avidian in a grey cell from an Avidian in any other (nonblack) colored Map cell? How does an organism become like this?

Describe how fitness is measured and how it can change (Hint – Quick Start User
Manual.)

Choose two viable Avidians in your population with different fitness values and
explain how differences in these Avidians contribute to differences in their fitness.

Why do some scientists find Avida (the academic research version) and Avida-ED
(the educational version) to be good model systems? What can they study with
these model systems?

What are the limitations of these systems, that is, what can’t you study using them?
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Reflection and Metacognition
Think-Pair-Share: Work with your lab team to answer the following questions.
What did you learn from this exercise?

What are you still wondering about?

What would you change in this exercise?
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Exercise 1 - Exploring the Introduction of Genetic Variation by
Random Mutation

During the process of reproduction, the parent Avidian’s instruction c at position 23 mutated
to instruction q in its offspring. Is this mutation more likely than another?

Student Learning Goals
● Students will be able to explain what it means to say that mutations occur at random.
● Students will be able to explain that mutations occurring during each individual’s
reproduction leads to genotypic variation in the population.

Questions to Consider While Doing Exercise #1
● How does genetic sequence variation originate in a population?
● Is there a pattern to how mutations occur?
● Could we predict which mutation(s) an organism’s offspring will have?
Biological organisms can exhibit both genotypic (genetic information) and phenotypic
(expressed trait) variation. Similarly, the organisms in Avida-ED – called Avidians – also
have genotypes and phenotypes. An Avidian’s genotype is the entire sequence of
instructions in its genome, and its phenotype is its ability to reproduce and perform
functions, for example NOT. Mutation is crucially important because it generates genotypic
variation that might be expressed as phenotypic variation. In this exercise we will focus on
inheritance and genotypic variation by investigating the fundamental source of variation –
mutation.

Random Mutation and Genotypic Variation
Like bacteria, Avidians have single parent reproduction and a circular genome composed
of simple genetic instructions that can undergo mutation. If mutations did not occur, an
offspring would inherit the exact genetic sequence of its parent. Though an organism
largely resembles its parent, it is generally never exactly identical because during the
reproduction process, a few genetic sites may change due to mutations occurring at
random in the sequence. Mutation creates genotypic variation in a population of organisms
since different genetic sequence changes may occur during each individual’s reproduction.
For simplicity, Avida-ED allows only substitution mutation, which is a random change from
one instruction to another in an organism’s genome. Therefore, an Avidian genome in
Avida-ED will always contain exactly 50 instructions.
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Many genetics concepts do not apply to the simple genetic machinery of Avidians. For
example, other types of mutation (insertions and deletions, chromosomal mutations), and
the processes of transcription, translation, recombination, and horizontal transfer do not
occur in Avidian genetics.
In this exercise, we will explore how mutations produce genotypic variation. In addition, we
will ask whether each individual mutation event is a random event. Each student will guide
an Avidian through its reproduction process and record all of the mutations that occur in
the offspring individual. By carrying out this reproduction process for three independent
replicates, each person in the class will be able to contribute the results of their three
replicates to a class data set. With this much larger sample, we can investigate as a class
whether or not there are trends in the occurrence of mutations. Where in the Avidian
genome did the mutations occur? Did mutations occur such that certain mutant states
were preferred? Finally, how many mutations occurred during Avidian reproduction?
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Before you begin collecting data. On the graph axes provided below, draw your
expectations for the frequency distribution of the three features of mutation described in
the previous paragraph. These distributions represent data you would expect to observe
from very, very many (thousands of) experiments.

Figure 1. Predictions about mutations, with respect to position, identity, and frequency.
a) Predicted frequency of mutations by position across the Avidian genome.
b) Predicted frequency of mutations by identity of the final instruction state.
c) Predicted frequency of number of mutations per reproduction with 10% mutation rate.
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Table 1. Differences from the Ancestor for three offspring Avidians.
Position

ANC. ID

Rep #1

Rep #2

Rep #3

Position

ANC. ID

1

w

26

c

2

z

27

c

3

c

28

c

4

a

29

c

5

g

30

c

6

c

31

c

7

c

32

c

8

c

33

c

9

c

34

c

10

c

35

c

11

c

36

c

12

c

37

c

13

c

38

c

14

c

39

c

15

c

40

c

16

c

41

c

17

c

42

z

18

c

43

v

19

c

44

f

20

c

45

c

21

c

46

a

22

c

47

x

23

c

48

g

24

c

49

a

25

c

50

b
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Rep. #1

Rep. #2

Rep. #3

Recording Mutant Avidians
Observe how substitution mutations during reproduction change the genetic
sequence from parent to offspring.
1. In the Organism viewer, select Settings.
2. Set the Per Site Mutation Rate to 10%. Keep Repeatability Mode as Experimental.
3. Drag the “@ancestor” from the Freezer to the genetic code box.
4. Select Run to observe the Avidian executing its genomic instruction sequence,
including the process of reproduction. Each mutation that occurs will be highlighted
by a black outline around its instruction circle. You can display the genomic
position (number) of any instruction by selecting it. Note that it is possible none
may occur.
5. Record your data as Replicate #1 (Rep #1). Use the provided ancestral genomic
sequence (ANC. ID) template to record the mutations by identifying the position and
instructional change for any mutation. Read the circular genome clockwise from the
3 o’clock position, which has the ancestral state W. As a guide, selecting an
instruction circle will display its position in the genome.
Before performing additional replicates. Compare your Replicate 1 data with the data
from a classmate. Note that in each case, you each began with the same parent
(@ancestor) and allowed it to reproduce with a 10% mutation rate.
In comparison to your classmate, did the same mutations and/or number of
mutations occur during reproduction?
What do you expect will happen if you repeat this experiment?
◆ Do you think the specific mutations will be the same? Explain your reasoning.
◆ Do you think the number of mutations will be the same? Explain your reasoning.
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After you have compared your data, repeat the experiment two more times, dragging a new
ancestor into the window for each replicate.
Recording your data. Experiments often involve investigating processes or phenomena
with lots of variation, we will therefore be examining the data generated by all students in
the course. Your instructor will provide you with a link where you can enter your data into a
class spreadsheet.
Exercise 1 Data Collection Spreadsheet
Follow the “Example” in columns B-D of the data collection sheet. Find the first column on
the right that does not contain data; enter your Name-Replicate# in row 4, and your
observed mutations in rows 5-54 corresponding to genome positions 1-50 by entering the
letter of the mutated final instruction state. The instructors will periodically collect this data,
anonymize it, and add it to the course data set.
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Once you have entered your data, compared and discussed your group’s data, and Once
you have entered your data, compared and discussed your group’s data, and completed
all responses and data entry except the Discussion Questions on the next page, you can
view the course data and analysis.
Exercise 1 Data Analysis Spreadsheet
What did you find out? Now that you have seen the course data, draw the observed
distributions for each of the graphs you previously made a prediction about. Remember
that these are experimental data, and therefore is unlikely to be perfectly in line with your
expectations. It is more important to record what you actually observed.
In an experiment, researchers obtain data about a question. That data is specific to the
individual experiment they are doing. This specificity is not only in terms of the question
being asked and the method being used, but also to the individual replicate of the
experiment they are conducting. If they were to do the exact same thing a second time,
the exact numbers would likely be slightly different. That is because the data they obtain
are being drawn from a larger true distribution of possible outcomes. When we perform
many replicates of an experiment, part of what we are trying to do is to estimate that full
distribution. In the same way, our class data is not necessarily a perfect representation of
the true distribution. However, our data can inform us about what we think that underlying
distribution is.
Go to Figure 2, and graph the data from the class as a whole. Next, add a line in a
different color showing what you think the underlying distribution is. This is what you
would expect if thousands or millions of additional replicates were performed.
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Figure 2. Observed data about mutations, with respect to position, identity, and frequency.
a) Observed frequency of mutations by position across the Avidian genome.
b) Observed frequency of mutations by identity of the final instruction state.
c) Observed frequency of number of mutations per reproduction with 10% mutation rate.

Discussion Questions and Wrap-up. After examining the course data, work with your lab
team to respond to the following questions.
How does this experimental setup demonstrate that mutations are random?

Did each person in the course get the same mutations and number of mutations?
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How would you describe each of the three relative frequency distributions (genome
position, instruction identity, total number of mutations) for the entire course data?

How would you reconcile your responses to the above two questions – each
person’s individual experimental data versus data from the entire course?

Thought experiment – How would the course’s results be different if a 5%
mutation rate was used instead? How would each relative frequency distribution
appear?

How is random mutation in Avida-ED similar to random mutation in biological
systems?

How is random mutation in Avida-ED different than random mutation in biological
systems?

● We used Avida-ED and this experimental protocol to model what occurs when
biological populations experience mutation. What are some limitations or constraints
to our modeling in this exercise?
Reflection and Metacognition
Think-Pair-Share: Work with your lab team to answer the following questions.
● What did you learn from this exercise?

● What are you still wondering about?

● What would you change in this exercise?
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Exercise 2 - Exploring Random Mutation and Selection

Only one Avidian in this population can perform the function NOT. Did a mutation conferring this phenotype
occur because performing NOT is rewarded in this notose environment?

Student Learning Goal
● Students will be able to explain that mutations occur at random, and do not occur
because they are needed by an organism to succeed in its environment.

Questions to Consider While Doing Exercise #2
● What does it mean to say that mutations occur at random? In other words, do
mutations occur in an organism in response to a need, or do they occur
spontaneously?
● Is there a pattern to when mutations occur?
● Can we predict whether an organism’s offspring will have mutations suitable for living
and reproducing in its environment?
Mutation is essential for evolutionary processes because it is the ultimate source of
genotypic variation – variation that can then be expressed phenotypically. Alterations to
the instructions in an Avidian’s genome can affect its ability to perform certain functions
and even its ability to reproduce (the phenotypes of Avidians). In this exercise we use
Avida-ED to explore the consequences of random mutation generating phenotypic
variation that can be under selection in the environment.
Avida-ED provides a way to test whether mutations occur at random, or if mutations are
directed to occur in response to natural selection within the environment. In some sense,
we are testing directly what Salvador Luria and Max Delbrück (1943) did in their elegant
Nobel Prize winning experiments1. We also consider a reason why time is fundamental to
the process of evolution; if mutations do not generate a phenotype, then that trait cannot
evolve in a population.
1

Luria SE, Delbrück M. 1943. “Mutations of Bacteria from Virus Sensitivity to Virus Resistance.”
Genetics 28:491-511.
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Phenotypic Variation and Selection
Random mutations create genotypic diversity within a population. In Avida-ED, mutations
can allow some Avidians to perform functions. For our purposes we will simply note that
these are logic functions involving the comparison of numbers Avidians encounter in their
digital environment. In Avida-ED there are nine functions – NOT, NAN, AND, ORN, ORO,
ANT, NOR, XOR, EQU; and nine corresponding resources – notose, nanose, andose,
ornose, orose, antose, norose, xorose, equose. An Avidian with a particular sequence of
instructions can perform a function, but the individual Avidian performing this function is
only rewarded if the corresponding resource is available in the environment. For example,
the “@ancestor” organism cannot perform any functions, but random mutations over
multiple generations might produce a descendant with a genome that codes for one or
more functions (e.g., NOT). If the corresponding resource is in the environment (e.g.,
notose), then this Avidian will have an increased energy acquisition rate and be favored by
natural selection within its environment.
Multiple types of variation between individuals in a population are possible. Phenotypes
are the observable characteristics of an organism; genotypes are the specific genetic
sequences that encode for that individual. In Avida-ED, we define the phenotype of an
organism based on which of nine different logic functions the organism can perform.
Whether or not the individual can perform the function is the phenotype. If the
corresponding resource -- which here are the words ending in -ose -- is present, that
phenotype will be rewarded. But note that, for example, if the organism consumes ornose,
it has the ORN+ phenotype; ornose is the resource, and ORN is the function.
Natural selection acts upon phenotypic variation in a population of organisms. Individuals
whose phenotypes are better suited to a particular environment tend to have greater
reproductive success. For understanding Avidian phenotypes in selective environments, it
is illustrative to use an analogy to bacteria processing sugar resources as food. When an
individual bacterium is able to metabolize a sugar in its environment, it receives energy to
be used for growth and reproduction; bacteria that can metabolize the sugar will be
favored due to natural selection. Similarly, when an Avidian is able to perform a function
corresponding to a resource in its environment it is rewarded with an increased energy
acquisition rate, producing offspring more quickly; Avidians that can perform a function
associated with an available resource will be favored due to natural selection.

Random versus Directed Mutation
Before scientists understood the nature of genetic mutation in biology, mutations were
thought to be non-random or directed. Scientists hypothesized that bacteria could develop
specific mutations depending on the circumstances or environment in which the bacteria
lived; if a specific mutation provided an advantage, it would occur. For example, bacteria
exposed to a selective environment were thought to be able to generate the necessary
mutations that would allow them to evolve accordingly. To test if mutations were random
versus directed Salvador Luria and Max Delbrück devised an elegant experiment that
allowed them to differentiate between these two hypotheses1. We can investigate this
same question in Avida-ED.
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Timing the occurrence of phenotype-conferring mutations in the absence
and presence of a selective advantage
In this exercise, we will test the relationship between mutation and selection by measuring
the time of appearance of an Avidian function (phenotype) in a population in the presence
or absence of a selective agent (i.e., resource). In the first treatment, each individual in the
class will record how many updates (a measure of time) it takes for a mutation that confers
the ability to perform NOT to occur in an Avidian population living in an environment with
all resources absent; (i.e., there is no reward for performing NOT). After recording their
result, each student in the class will then do the same procedure in a second treatment,
but this time with notose present; performing NOT will be rewarded with increased energy
acquisition rate. The NOT phenotype is only selectively advantageous in the second
treatment.
Before you begin collecting your data answer the following questions:
What are the hypotheses being tested in this experiment?

How does this experiment address them?

Do you predict that an Avidian performing NOT will appear sooner in the first
treatment when notose is not present or the second treatment when notose is
present? Why?

Treatment 1 – First occurrence of NOT when all resources absent (no notose).
1. In the Population viewer, flip to Setup.
2. Drag “@ancestor” from the Freezer to the Ancestral Organism(s) box.
3. Set the following parameters:
Dish Size 30x30; 2% Per Site Mutation Rate; Place Offspring Near their parent;
Uncheck all resources; Repeatability Mode Experimental; Pause Run Manually.
4. Return to Map view and select Run.
5. Pause your experiment right after the first occurrence of an organism that can
perform the NOT function. Select the “NOT” button in the Population Statistics
Panel, turning it green. A green line near the x-axis will appear on the Population
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Graph. Wait until the green line increases, then hover your cursor over its initial rise
and note the exact update highlighted along the x-axis.
6. Record the update number of this occurrence in Table 1.

Treatment 2 - First occurrence of NOT when notose present.
1. In the Control menu choose “Start New Experiment.”
2. In the Population viewer, flip to Setup.
3. Keep all parameters set as in Treatment 1 except add notose to the environment by
marking notose with a check. Leave all other resources absent (unchecked).
4. Return to Map view and select Run.
5. Pause your experiment at the first occurrence of an organism that can perform the
NOT function, following one of the methods described in Treatment 1, step 4.
6. Record the Update number of this occurrence in Table 1.

Table 1. Updates (time) until the first occurrence of an Avidian performing NOT, with and
without notose present (a selective advantage or reward) in the environment.

Environmental Treatment

Update number at first
occurrence of NOT

All resources absent (No reward for NOT)
Notose present (Reward for NOT)

Recording your data. Experiments often involve investigating processes or phenomena
with lots of variation, we will examine the data generated by the class. Enter your Table 1
data, the number of updates for NOT to occur in each experimental treatment, here:
Exercise 2 Data Collection Spreadsheet
Follow the “Example” in column B. Find the first column on the right that does not contain
data; enter your name in row 4, and your Table 1 data on the following rows. The
instructors will periodically collect these data, anonymize them, and add them to the
course data set.
Once you have entered your data, compared and discussed your group’s data, and
completed all responses and data entry except the Discussion Questions on the next
page, you may view the analysis below.
Exercise 2 Data Analysis Spreadsheet
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Data Analysis. In this exercise, we are comparing whether a particular phenotype first
occurs when the environment rewards that phenotype, or when there is no reward for that
phenotype. How, though, can we tell? The answer, as is often true in science, lies with
statistics.
There are many numbers we could be looking at with this data. The best approach is to
decide what evidence is the most important to answer the question we want to ask. In this
exercise, we take advantage of the fact that we can pair up data into many separate trials.
Each trial consists of one experiment in an environment with the reward, and one in the
environment without the reward. For any given trial, there is a roughly 50% chance that
the function will first occur when there is a reward, and a 50% chance that it will first occur
when there is no reward. (It is very rare for the first appearance to be on the exact same
update, so we will ignore that for now). By comparing the results of these trials, we can
ask whether it is more likely that we will first see the phenotype occur when it is rewarded,
or when it is not rewarded. The relative timing – which comes first? – is more important for
our question than the specific updates involved.
Because the data for this experiment consist of many replicated trials, each of which has
two possible outcomes, the most appropriate statistical test is one called a binomial test.
This test will allow us to determine whether our results are best explained by there being a
real difference between the two environments, or instead by random chance. But because
there are only two possible results of each trial, we will need many replicates to be able to
make a meaningful comparison.
Discussion Questions and Wrap-up. After examining the course data, work with your lab
team to respond to the following questions.
How does this experimental setup test whether mutation is random versus directed
by the selective environment?

For your results as shown in Table 1, did the first occurrence of the NOT phenotype
happen earlier or later in Treatment 1 compared to Treatment 2?

Was this the same for each person in your group, and for each person in the class?
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What pattern would you have expected to observe in the class data if mutations
occur in response to the presence of a selective environment?

Given the data you have examined across all Avida-ED experiments you have
performed, how would you describe what it means to say that mutations occur at
random?

Thought experiment – How would evolution be affected if mutations did not occur
at all (that is, a zero percent mutation rate)?

Why is mutation essential to the evolutionary process?

We used Avida-ED and this experimental protocol to model what occurs when
biological populations experience mutation. What are some limitations or constraints
to our modeling in this exercise?

Reflection and Metacognition
Think-Pair-Share: Work with your lab team to answer the following questions.
What did you learn from this exercise?

What are you still wondering about?

What would you change in this exercise?
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Exercise 3 – Exploring Fitness and Population Change
under Selection

Avidians descended from ancestors with different adaptations are competing in a selective environment.
Can we predict how natural selection will influence the evolution of this population?

Student Learning Goals
● Students will be able to explain the concept of fitness as used in biology, and that an
organism’s fitness may change, depending upon its environment.
● Students will be able to explain the process of adaptation by natural selection, leading
to genetic frequency change in a population over many generations.
● Students will be able to explain that natural selection is non-random.

Questions to Consider While Doing Exercise #3
● What does “fitness” mean, in an evolutionary context? Why is this a useful term for
biologists studying evolutionary patterns and processes?
● Does the fitness of an organism ever change? Explain.
● What do biologists mean by, “adaptive evolution”? How do we know when adaptive
evolution has occurred?
● Why is natural selection considered to be a “non-random” process?
● Can we observe evolution occurring?
The type of variation in a population acted upon by natural selection is phenotypic or trait
variation, which changes gradually over successive generations. Differences in traits may
be beneficial, allowing some individuals in a population to reproduce more than others;
these individuals have greater fitness relative to organisms lacking such advantageous
traits. These advantageous traits, or adaptations, are favored within the selective
environment and will become more frequent in the population over generations of change.
An individual’s fitness is dependent upon the interaction between its phenotype and the
selective environment, and is relative to other individuals in the population. In other words,
when you measure the fitness of an organism, you get a value specific to the environment
in which you measured it. If you then move the organism to a different environment, its
fitness can change.
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In Exercise #3, we will observe the process of natural selection in action: beneficial
mutations will randomly occur for some individuals, these mutant organisms will have a
greater fitness due to their adaptation to the environment and will tend to increase in
frequency in the population over successive generations.

Measuring Fitness
In biology, the concept of fitness has crucial importance for how evolution by natural
selection occurs, but the term fitness is often difficult to define and even more difficult to
measure. For our purposes we will simply state that fitness is the number of offspring an
individual contributes to later generations, or lifetime reproductive success. Fitness is
incredibly difficult to measure for most organisms, so instead biologists typically use one or
more related measures, called fitness components or proxies. For some study systems,
biologists might use foraging success, mating success, survival, or other types of fitness
proxies. When choosing which to use, a biologist needs to weigh the ease of collecting
data with how strongly correlated the measure is to the true evolutionary fitness of the
organisms under study.
In Avida-ED we call our fitness proxy “Fitness”, but it is more precisely a measure of
reproductive rate. This is a good measure of an organism’s fitness because the quicker an
organism can reproduce the more offspring it can contribute to the population over time.
When an Avidian is able to perform a function corresponding to a resource in its
environment, it is rewarded with an increased energy acquisition rate. In Avida-ED, fitness
is calculated as the ratio of energy acquisition rate divided by offspring cost, in terms of
energy necessary to complete the reproduction process. The energy aspects of the ratio
cancel out, so fitness is the rate of reproduction. An Avidian rewarded for performing a
function will have an increased fitness, producing offspring quicker. Importantly, Avidians
can also have higher fitness by reducing offspring cost, so populations in Avida-ED are
always under selection to reduce offspring cost no matter the presence of resources in the
environment. Note that performing a function tends to increase offspring cost, because to
do so generally requires more instructions needing to be executed before reproduction is
completed.

Frequency Change in a Population
Evolution can be defined as change in genetic frequencies over successive generations.
Genetic variation in a population can be described in terms of the relative frequencies of
the different genotypes present in the population. When a mutation occurs, a new genetic
variant is introduced into the population (a new genotype). When the mutation appears in
only a single individual, it occurs at the minimum possible (non-zero) frequency in the
population. If the new genetic variant increases in frequency and becomes present in all
individuals over successive generations, we say that the mutation has “gone to fixation”,
which is the maximum possible frequency in the population (frequency = 1.00). Evolution is
what occurs between these frequency extremes. Unlike most biological systems, the
simple genetic machinery in Avida-ED allows us to simplify genetic transmission concepts;
an Avidian’s entire genomic sequence is its genotype, and it is this genotype that can
change frequency in an evolving Avidian population. Thus we can discuss the fitness of an
organism as equivalent to the fitness of its genotype, with all identical Avidians having the
same fitness.
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To understand how natural selection operates, we need to consider fitness both of the
individual organism, and the larger population. Populations tend to have a great deal of
genotypic variation (ultimately due to mutation), and thus phenotypic variation, and thus
the individuals present have a range of fitness values. A specific genotype will change in
frequency at a rate directly proportional to the ratio of its fitness compared to the average
member of the population. The greater the value’s magnitude, the faster the population will
change due to selection. A fitness ratio greater than one indicates that the genotype will
increase in frequency, and a value less than one indicates that the genotype will decrease
in frequency due to selection. The frequency of a phenotype can be similarly described as
increasing or decreasing in a population. The concept of relative fitness can be applied to
phenotypes as well, and is calculated as the average fitness of all distinct genotypes that
confer the phenotype.
In this exercise, we explore relationships between variation, selection, and fitness by
competing organisms against each other that are adapted to different environments.
Organisms that are used as ancestors in these competitions are adapted to different
selective environments in Ancestor Treatments 1 & 2. In Ancestor Treatment 1, we evolve
an Avidian population with no resources present (all resources are absent), while in
Ancestor Treatment 2, only the resource nanose is present. Selected organisms will then
serve as the ancestors In Competition Treatments 1 & 2, in which the ancestors compete
within each of these two selective environments. By selecting and freezing organisms from
each of these two environments, and competing them against each other in both of these
environments, we can test whether there is a “home-field advantage” in these “battles”!
Competitions such as these allow us to explore the concepts of genotypic or phenotypic
frequencies changing in a population over time. By synthesizing data recorded near the
beginning and at the conclusion of each competition experiment, we can explore whether
or not a population will evolve to have a greater proportion of individuals better adapted to
that environment – i.e., that natural selection is non-random.
To begin Exercise #3, we will “grow” Avidians both in the absence and in the presence of
the resource, nanose. At the end of 1000 updates, we will “freeze” one organism grown in
each of these sets of conditions. In the second part of Exercise #3, we will determine the
fitness of each of these organisms in the two different environments (absence of all
resources; presence of nanose only). Then, to finish up, we will “battle” the two organisms
against each other, both in the no resource environment and in the nanose-only
environment. Who do you think will win these battles?
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Freezing individual Avidians evolved in different selective environments
Ancestor Treatment 1 – Evolving a high fitness organism when no resources are
present (No Resource Environment)
1. In the Population viewer, flip to Set-up.
2. Drag “@ancestor” from the Freezer to the Ancestral Organism(s) box.
3. Set the following parameters:
Dish Size 30x30; 2% Per Site Mutation Rate; Place Offspring Near their parent;
Uncheck all resources; Repeatability Mode Experimental; Pause At update 1,000.
4. Return to Map view and select Run.
5. Once 1,000 updates have completed, use the Fitness Scale coloration and the
“Selected Organism Type” panel to identify an individual with a relatively high
fitness (your choice; does not have to be the organism in the population with the
highest fitness). This Avidian should not perform any function.
6. Freeze the individual by choosing the “Save Selected Organism” option from the
Freezer menu. Name the organism “No-Resource_ancestor”.
7. Record the Fitness, Energy Acquisition Rate, and Offspring Cost of your selected
Avidian below. These values should go into the three upper left cells of the table.
8. Checking for reproductive ability: Switch to the Organism viewer to confirm your
frozen organism’s phenotype.
9. Drag the organism from the Freezer to the genetic code box. Select Run, then End.
10. A genetic code symbol labeled “Offspring Genome” should appear within the
offspring’s genome, and the Details window should indicate that it cannot perform
any functions. If your frozen organism unable to reproduce, return to the Population
viewer and repeat steps 5-10. (Note: right-clicking a Freezer item allows you to
rename or delete an organism.)
o
o
o
o

Avidian Name:
Fitness:
Energy Acquisition Rate:
Offspring Cost:

__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________

Record these data in Table 1 in the upper left shaded squares.

Ancestor Treatment 2 – Evolving a high fitness organism when only nanose is
present (Nanose present environment)
Repeat Ancestor Treatment 1 with the same parameters, except add nanose to the
environment by marking nanose with a check. Leave all other resources absent
(unchecked). At step 5, you must identify an Avidian with a relatively high fitness that can
perform NAN. If you do not have an organism that can perform NAN after 1,000 updates
then continue the run until an individual that can perform NAN occurs in the population.
Confirm its phenotype and ability to reproduce following steps 8-10, making sure that your
organism successfully performs NAN.
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Table 1. Fitness attributes of organisms chosen for use as ancestors in
competitions in two different selective environments.
Selective
Environment

“No-Resource_ancestor”

“Nanose_ancestor”

(does not perform NAN function)

(performs NAN)

Fitness
(absolute)

Energy
Acq.
Rate

Offspring
Cost

Fitness
(absolute)

Energy
Acq.
Rate

Offspring
Cost

All resources absent
Nanose present

The selected frozen organism should be named “Nanose_ancestor”. Record the
following data below:
o Avidian Name:
__________________
o Fitness:
__________________
o Energy Acquisition Rate: __________________
o Offspring Cost:
__________________
Record these data in Table 1 in the lower right shaded squares.

Finding the fitness of the two Avidian ancestors in the other
environment
To complete Table 1, we need to determine the fitness of the No-Resource_ancestor in the
Nanose-only environment and the fitness of the Nanose_ancestor in the No Resource
environment. We can do this as follows:
1. In the Control menu choose “Start New Experiment”.
2. In the Population viewer, flip to Set-up.
3. Drag the “No-Resource_ancestor” from the Freezer to the Ancestral Organism(s)
box.
4. Set the mutation rate to 0.2%.
5. Set the other parameters as follows:
Dish Size 30x30; Place Offspring Near their parent; Uncheck all resources except
Nanose; Repeatability Mode Experimental; Pause At update 1.
6. Return to Map view. Below the Map, set Mode to “Ancestor Organism.” In the
“Population Statistics” panel select the “NAN” button. Change the graph’s Y-axis to
“Number of Organisms.”
7. Run the program for the single update.
8. Select your organism, and record in Table 1 its Fitness, Energy Acquisition Rate,
and Offspring Cost. These values should go into the three lower left cells of the
table. (No-resource-ancestor, resources present)
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9. Repeat Steps 1-8 for the Nanose_ancestor. Be sure to uncheck ALL resources.
10. After one update, record your Avidian’s Fitness, Energy Acquisition Rate, and
Offspring Cost in the three upper right cells of Table 1 (Nanose-ancestor, no
resources present).
In the spaces provided, respond to the following questions about the data in Table 1
Are the fitness values for the No-Resource ancestor the same, or different, in each
of the two environments in Table 1? How about the Nanose_ancestor? Do you think
these data make sense? Why or why not?

Which ancestor has a higher fitness in the All resources absent environment? How
about the Nanose present environment? Do you think these data make sense? Why
or why not?

If you competed the two evolved ancestors in the No Resources environment, which
ancestor do you predict will “win” (that is, contribute a greater frequency of
descendants to the population)? Explain your reasoning.

If you competed the two evolved ancestors in the Nanose Only environment, which
ancestor do you predict will “win” (that is, contribute a greater frequency of
descendants to the population)? Explain your reasoning.

Competing individuals in their ancestral selective environments (The
Battles): Let’s test our ideas!
Now it’s time to test our ideas! In this part of Exercise #3, we will compete the two evolved
ancestors in the No Resources environment and in the Nanose Only environment.

Competition Treatment 1 – Competing ancestors when all resources absent.
1. In the Control menu choose “Start New Experiment”.
2. In the Population viewer, flip to Set-up.
3. Drag both “No-Resource_ancestor” and “Nanose_ancestor” from the Freezer to the
Ancestral Organism(s) box.
4. Set the mutation rate to 0.2%.
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5. Set the other parameters as follows:
Dish Size 30x30; Place Offspring Near their parent; Uncheck all resources;
Repeatability Mode Experimental; Pause At update 300.
6. Return to Map view. Below the Map, set Mode to “Ancestor Organism.” In the
“Population Statistics” panel select the “NAN” button. Change the graph’s Y-axis to
“Number of Organisms.”
7. Press Run.
8. Observe the number of descendants of each ancestor over time (colored differently
on the Map, as per step #6). Also observe the number of individuals performing
NAN over time (outlined on the Map and graphed in green, as per step #6).
9. After 300 updates, record in Table 2 the number of Avidians on the plate who
descended from the Nanose_ancestor. (This will be a bit of a pain, but you only
have to do it once!)
After completing Competition Treatment 1:
Compare the relative frequencies of the descendants of the ancestors by observing
the two colors on the Map. Does this match your prediction? Explain.

Who won the battle?

Competition Treatment 2 – Competing ancestors when nanose present.
Repeat steps 1-9 of Competition Treatment 1 using the same parameters and procedures,
except add nanose to the environment by marking nanose with a check. After 300
updates, record in Table 2 the number of Avidians on the plate who descended from the
Nanose_ancestor. (This should be easy this time!)
After completing Competition Treatment 2:
Who won the battle this time?

Compare the relative frequencies of the descendants of the ancestors by observing
the two colors on the Map. Does this match your prediction? Explain.

How does this differ from what you observed in Competition Treatment 1?
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Table 2. Frequency of individuals performing NAN after 300 updates of
competition in two different selective environments.
Selective
Environment
All resources absent

Number
performing NAN

Number of viable
organisms

Percent of viable
organisms performing NAN

Nanose present
Recording your data. Experiments in biology often involve investigating processes or
phenomena with lots of variation, we will therefore be examining the data generated by all
students in the course.
Enter your final column of Table 2 data, the percentage of viable Avidians performing NAN
in each experimental treatment, in the document linked here:
Exercise 3 - Data Analysis
Follow the “Example” in column B. Find the first column on the right that does not contain
data; enter your name in row 4, and your final column of Table 2 data in the following rows.
The instructors will periodically collect these data, anonymize it, and add it to the course
data set.
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Discussion Questions and Wrap-up. After examining the course data, work with your lab
team to respond to the following questions.
Use the concept of adaptation to describe and compare the starting fitness values
of each ancestor in each of the two environments.

On average, how does the final frequency of individuals performing NAN compare
in the two different environments?

Describe a mechanism that could explain this result.

Explain adaptation in the context of the all resources absent environment.

Explain adaptation in the context of the nanose present environment.

Brain Buster – Even after many thousands of updates of evolution in a selective
environment for NAN performance, why might this phenotype never quite reach
100% frequency in the population? Describe your hypothesized mechanism. Hint:
observe the number of individuals performing NAN over time (outlined on the Map
and graphed in green) near the end of Competition Treatment 2, and allow the
experiment to run longer if you wish.
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Reflection and Metacognition
Think-Pair-Share: Work with your lab team to answer the following questions.
What did you learn from this exercise?

What are you still wondering about?

What would you change in this exercise?
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Exercise 4 – Exploring Population Change without Selection

This experiment began with nine Avidian ancestors of identical fitness; the mutation rate is zero percent.
Since descendants can never differ in fitness, will evolution occur in this population?

Student Learning Goals
● Students will be able to explain how non-adaptive evolutionary change can occur.
● Students will be able to explain the relationship between population size, population
diversity, and genetic drift.
● Students will be able to graph and explain how population size and genetic drift
influence the frequency of traits or alleles over evolutionary time.

Questions to Consider While Doing Exercise #4
●
●
●
●

Is natural selection the only process that produces evolutionary change?
What does “random sampling” mean in the context of biological evolution?
How does population size affect diversity in a population in the absence of selection?
How does population size impact the frequency of any single ancestor lineage over
time?
● Why do we refer to the pattern created by random sampling as “genetic drift”?

Genetic Drift
Evolution, changes in traits or alleles in a population over generations, can occur as
the result of a number of different processes or mechanisms. The Introduction and
Exercise 1 of the lab book explored the role (and nature) of mutations to the evolutionary
process. Exercise 3 explored how selection, created by the presence of resources that
reward specific functions, can influence an Avidian’s ability to survive and reproduce.
There are other factors, not associated with an Avidian’s ability to perform a function, that
impact which ones survive and reproduce. In fact, in Avida-ED as well as in biological
systems, this occurs every update or generation unless a population is infinitely large.
Random sampling alone will cause changes in the numbers or types of Avidians in the
population over time. We refer to these observed changes in the frequency of traits (or
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types of Avidians) in the population as genetic drift. These changes are not the result of
selection but instead are nonadaptive and often described as resulting in neutral evolution.
In Avida-ED, random sampling effects are created by random differences in drawing
genotypes during reproduction and influence the survival and/or reproduction of individuals
irrespective of their fitness. In Avida-ED when multiple Avidians reproduce on the
same update, their offspring will be randomly chosen for placement onto a random
grid location on the Map, with each location only able to contain one organism. This
offspring placement can result in one offspring precluding the existence of another
when instantly placed at the same location despite which one might have a higher
fitness. In addition an offspring can overwrite (“kill”) an aging Avidian, preventing it
from completing its reproduction. The random fluctuations in the number of any
particular Avidian ancestor and its descendants is genetic drift.
In this exercise you will investigate the effects of genetic drift alone by ensuring that
adaptive evolution as a result of selection cannot occur. Since natural selection requires
phenotypically expressed genotypic variation, we must eliminate the source of this
variation by setting the mutation rate to 0%. Your experiments will begin with nine
Avidian ancestor types that vary at four loci (or genome positions); the name of
each indicates its genotype at position 14, 20, 27, and 33. For example,
“rxfl_ancestor” has an “r” instruction at locus 14 and “l” at locus 33. In order to
visualize genetic drift in Avida-ED, your experiments will use these nine unique ancestors
whose descendants we can easily track over the course of evolution by using the
“Ancestor Organism” map mode. Note that although each organism (or genotype) is
distinct, they all have an identical fitness, so natural selection will not favor one ancestor
type over another. In this exercise you will explore how random sampling impacts
populations from one generation to the next and how it influences overall diversity in
populations over time. You will investigate these effects by starting each experiment with
all nine distinct ancestor Avidians, observing any changes in the frequency of these
ancestor types over time, and recording how many of the original ancestor Avidians are
present after 300 generations. Changing the size of the population (i.e. 3 x 3; 9 x 9; 19 x
19) allows you to explore how random sampling impacts the evolutionary change in
populations.

Visualizing evolutionary change without natural selection
Your instructor will provide the Workspace file “Ex4.avidaedworkspace.zip”.
Verify that you have downloaded this to your computer -- it cannot be directly used from a
cloud server. Note you do not need to extract, open, or edit this file.
In Avida-ED, choose the File menu option “Open Workspace,” and navigate to and select
this downloaded file, “Ex4.avidaedworkspace.zip”.
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Part I.
1. Go to Setup. Drag each of the nine unique organisms from the Freezer to the
ancestor Organism(s) box; the order does not matter. Note if you do not see nine
organisms in your Freezer then you have not successfully loaded the Exercise 4
workspace. If you fail to place all nine organisms then you might receive an error
message!
2. Set the following parameters:
0% Per Site Mutation Rate; Place Offspring Near their parent; Uncheck all
resources; Repeatability Mode Experimental; Pause Run At update 300. For the
first series of replicates, set the Dish Size to 3x3 (total of 9 cells).
3. In the Freezer menu choose “Save Experiment Configuration,” and enter the
name “9_cells” to save this setup.
4. Go to the Map. Change Mode to Ancestor Organism. Run the experiment and
record the total number of ancestor organisms (total number of different colors)
present at the end of 300 updates in Table 1 for Replicate 1, Population size 3 x 3.
5. To create a new replicate, start new experiment, drag “9_cells” from the Freezer’s
Configured Dishes section to the small box next to the Avida-ED symbol above the
Map (see top left of image at the beginning of this exercise). Visually confirm your
experiment looks correct in the Setup and Map views. Run. Record final
number of ancestor types present after 300 updates.
6. Repeat the experiment for a total of 5 replicates.
7. Start a new experiment, repeat steps 1-5 for population size 81 (Dish Size
9x9). Remember to save your experimental configuration (“81_cells”) for use
with each replicate. Record the total number of ancestor organisms (total number
of colors) present at the end of 300 updates in Table 1.
8. Start a new experiment, repeating steps 1-5 for population size 361 (Dish Size
19x19). Again, save your experimental configuration (“361_cells”) for use with
each replicate. Record the total number of ancestor organisms (total number of
colors) present at the end of 300 updates in Table 1.
Table 1. Diversity of descendant types (number of colors)
across experimental replicates for various population sizes.
Number of descendant types present after 300 updates

Replicate
Size

1

2

9 (3 x 3)
81 (9 x 9)
361 (19 x 19)
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3

4

5

Average

Recording Your Data. Calculate the average for each experimental set-up. Enter your
Table 1 data in the spreadsheet provided by your instructor, in the tab labeled T1-Diversity.
Follow the “Example” in column B. Find the first column on the right that does not contain
data; enter your name in row 5, and your averages from Table 1 in the following rows.
Exercise 4 Data Collection Spreadsheet
Examining Class Data. The instructors will periodically collect these data, anonymize
them, and add them to a larger course data set. Once you have entered your data, and
compared and discussed your group’s data, your instructor will share a compiled
spreadsheet showing an analysis of the data collected by other courses.
Exercise 4 Data Analysis Spreadsheet

Part II
In biological systems, evolutionary change can be observed by tracking the frequency of a
particular allele (different forms of a gene) in a population over time. As we’ve observed in
earlier exercises, these changes can be the result of new mutations or selection for
particular traits. In Part I of this exercise we have also observed that random sampling
from one update to the next can cause random changes in a population, and that the
impact of this random sampling is greater in small populations. In Part II we investigate
how the frequency of any single ancestor and its descendants changes over time. The
random fluctuations in these frequencies result in what is called genetic drift.
Before you begin collecting data, answer the following questions:
The population always begins with 9 different individual Avidians, and hence the
initial frequency of any single individual (i.e., flrx_ancestor) is 1/9 = 0.11 or 11%. If
you tracked the frequency of this single ancestor type over time would you expect
the frequency to stay the same, increase, or decrease?

Do you think this will be the same or different across the different population
sizes? Why?

Please draw your predictions on the graph below, Figure 1. You can graph your
prediction for each population size on the same graph using different types/colors of
lines.
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Figure 1. Graph of the frequency of a chosen ancestor organism at
each of the time updates (every 50 updates). Create three different lines
on the graph, one for each of the population sizes. Note: Initial Percentage
of any single ancestor at the beginning = 1/9 = 11%; Extinction = 0%;
Fixation = 100%.

Instructions
1. In the Map viewer, drag the 3 x 3 configured dish from part I. This will repopulate
your dish with the appropriate dish size and conditions necessary to carry out Part
II.
2. All parameters should be set to the same values as in Part I (0% Per Site Mutation
Rate; Place Offspring Near their parent; Uncheck all resources; Repeatability
Mode Experimental). The only change you will make is to manually stop the
updates at 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 450, 500. Return to Map view
and make sure Mode is set to “Ancestor Organism” (see bottom of image at the
beginning of this exercise).
3. Choose one Avidian ancestor organism (e.g. rxfl_ancestor) and record the
number of that ancestor organism in the population at 0 updates in Table 2. The
initial frequency of any single ancestor at time 0 is 1 out of 9, or 0.11. Run the
program for 50 updates, pause, and record the number of the ancestor organism
you have chosen to track (e.g. rxfl_ancestor) in Table 2. Repeat, stopping every 50
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updates. It may be difficult to stop at exactly 50 updates but get as close as
possible and then record the number. NOTE: It is possible that any single ancestor
type can be lost entirely, resulting in the number to go to zero. If this occurs you
can stop the experiment as the ancestor will not return.
4. Repeat the above protocol for a population size of 9x9 and 19x19.
Table 2. Number and frequency of one particular descendant type at intervals of
every 50 updates.
Number of single
ancestor type
present
for 3 x 3 dish

Updates

Freq. =
No./Total
(9)

Ancestor e.g. rxfl_ancestor
0

1

Number of single
ancestor type
present
for 9 x 9 dish

Freq. =
No./Total
(81)

e.g. rxfl_ancestor

0.11

1

Number of single
ancestor type
present
for 19 x 19 dish

Freq. =
Total
(361)

e.g. rxfl_ancestor

0.11

1

50
100
150
200
250
300
350
400
450
500
5. Calculate the frequency by dividing the number of the ancestor organism you
tracked by the total number of organisms in the population.
6. Graph the frequency of the ancestor for each population size in Figure 2.
Entering Your Data. Using the frequencies you calculated in Table 2, enter your data into
the class spreadsheet tab titled T2-Frequency provided by your instructor. Follow the
“Example” in column C. Find the first column on the right that does not contain data; enter
your name in row 5, and the frequencies you calculated in step 5 in the spreadsheet.
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0.11

Figure 2. Graph of the frequency of a chosen ancestor organism at
each of the time updates (every 50 updates). Create three different lines
on the graph, one for each of the population sizes. Note: Initial Percentage
of any single ancestor at the beginning = 1/9 = 11%; Extinction = 0%;
Fixation = 100%.
Exercise 4 Data Collection Spreadsheet
Examining Class Data. The instructors will periodically collect this data, anonymize it, and
add it to the course data set. Once you have entered your data, compared and discussed
your group’s data, your instructor will share a compiled spreadsheet showing an analysis
of the data collected.
Exercise 4 Data Analysis Spreadsheet
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Discussion Questions and Wrap-up. After examining the course data, work with your lab
team to respond to the following questions.
How does this experimental setup test the sole influence of genetic drift on the
evolution of a population?

What impact does population size have on diversity in an evolving population?

How does population size influence the effects of genetic drift?

Have you seen the effects of genetic drift in any previous Avida-ED experiment(s)?
If so, describe what occurred and why you think genetic drift was a cause. If not,
why don’t you think so?

Thought experiment – How much final descendant type diversity would you expect
to find if you ran your replicates of population size 361 for 10,000 more updates
(i.e., a much longer time)?

If each replicate represents an isolated population, how would genetic drift impact
the diversity between small isolated populations? (Would the diversity between
populations increase, decrease or stay the
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Reflection and Metacognition
Think-Pair-Share: Work with your lab team to answer the following questions.
What did you learn from this exercise?

What are you still wondering about?

What would you change in this exercise?
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Avida-ED Independent Research –
An Experimental Evolution Project

Two model evolutionary biology study systems:
E. coli bacteria (biological organisms) are on the left, while Avidians (digital organisms) are on the right.

Background
Some evolutionary biologists, such as Richard Lenski at Michigan State University,
conduct experiments using microorganisms like E. coli to answer fundamental questions
about evolutionary processes. Bacteria are useful model organisms because they
reproduce quickly and their small size means that they don’t take up much space in the
laboratory. Lenski and his colleagues’ work with E. coli has helped shed light on some
important aspects of evolution and, having spanned over 25 years and 65,000 bacterial
generations (and counting!), it is the longest-running investigation of its kind.
As far as biological organisms go, E. coli reproduce—and evolve—at an incredibly fast
rate. Even so, E. coli grow too slowly to be of practical use in addressing many questions
about evolution that require long periods of study. Further, while scientists have invented
many tools and techniques to manipulate such microorganisms, some research questions
require even greater genetic or environmental control of the study system. To pursue
questions that require too much time, effort, or tractability, scientists can use digital
organisms that model biological systems. Avida is such a model system and is used by
researchers to study evolutionary processes applicable to biological systems. The
educational version, Avida-ED, maintains these features while being user friendly.
Your research team will perform experiments using digital organisms in Avida-ED to
explore a research question. The question is up to you; your team will propose a
hypothesis and then design an experiment that you will conduct to address your question.
The final product of your work will be a research poster that your team will present to your
peers, instructors, and passersby.
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Research Team Tasks
Brainstorm research questions: Individually and then within your team, brainstorm
research questions that are of interest to you and apply to a general biological
phenomenon. The questions should not apply to any particular study system, but could be
applied to any, for example bacteria, ants, elephants, Avidians, etc.
Form a hypothesis: Propose a hypothesis to one of your research questions that can be
tested with Avidians as the model study system using Avida-ED.
Design an experiment: Develop an experimental protocol that your team will follow to
test your hypothesis. Consider how you will design your experimental treatments, including
which variables you will control by leaving consistent and which you will experimentally
alter. Consider what data to collect and how you will use replication so that statistical
analyses can be used to draw conclusions about your data.
Predict the results: Indicate what experimental outcomes you would expect to find if
indeed your hypothesis is supported by the data you collect, as well as what outcomes
would indicate that your hypothesis is not supported. Decide how it would be best to
represent your data, and create appropriate figures and/or tables using example data so
that your predications can be graphically examined.
Write your Research Proposal: Prepare a summary of your proposed research project.
This should be short, only as long as is necessary to discuss all items indicated above,
other than any irrelevant research questions discarded after brainstorming.
Present your Proposal: Prepare a presentation that you present to your peers and
instructors. Each team member briefly presents at least one slide. Practice a concise talk
that addresses everything discussed in the Research Proposal.
Conduct your experiment: Carry out your proposed research and record the appropriate
data in an organized manner.
Analyze your data: Summarize your data and perform appropriate statistical tests.
Reevaluate your predications and determine whether or not your hypothesis is supported
by your data. Represent your data using appropriate figures and/or tables.
Report your findings: Construct a research poster as a final presentation of your work.
The poster content should fully address your research project by including an introduction,
methods, results, and discussion sections, while maintaining a pleasing appearance. Your
well-practiced presentation will be given to peers, instructors, and passersby.
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Suggested Guidelines and Expectations for Research Teams
Pre-proposal Discussion
After considering project ideas individually and then together, your group meets with the
instructor(s) to discuss your preliminary project design. Be prepared with more than one
proposed project if your primary design is deemed not suitable during the conversation.
Research Proposal
Teams should follow the directions on the previous page, from brainstorming through
writing this proposal, which should only be as long as is necessary to discuss all items. Do
not include any irrelevant research questions discarded after brainstorming. Alongside the
requirements below are group member role designations for the Proposal Presentation;
your group may choice to follow these in writing the Research Proposal too.
Ten points are based on the structure and writing of the proposal (neat, clear, logical, etc.).
Five points are awarded for descriptions of each of the following requirements:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Research question generally applicable in biology; why its interesting
Hypothesis placing the research question as testable in the Avida-ED context
Experimental treatments with control and experimental variables; data collected
Replication, how its employed; proposed statistical analyses
Predictions if hypothesis supported, with figures/tables of example data
Predictions if hypothesis not supported, with figures/tables of example data
Presentation roles for groups of size:

α
α
β
β
γ
γ
3

W
W
X
Y
Z
Z
4

i
ii
iii
iv
v
v
5

Proposal Presentation
Teams should create a set of approximately seven slides, a title slide introducing the team
and its members followed by one slide per each bulleted requirement listed for the
Research Proposal. Each team member presents one or more slides based on their
chosen contribution role, as indicated above using Greek letters for teams of three
members, Latin letters for teams of four, and Roman numerals for teams of five. Three
points are awarded for each bulleted requirement above (totaling 18 points); the final two
points are awarded to each individual member based on the presentation of their slides.
Poster Presentation
Teams should construct their research poster using any templates and/or formatting
suggested by the instructors. Professional dressed pairs present in a confident and wellpracticed manner, using the poster as a resource while focusing on the audience. Pairs
switch during the session. Points are as indicated for each of the following requirements:
● An informative title and team members’ names and degree/college affiliations
● Introduction including background information, research question, and hypothesis
● Methods including experimental design, emphasizing the most important factors
● Results showing figures and/or tables with statistical analyses
● Discussion emphasizing hypothesis as supported or not supported, and remarks on
how the research is applicable to biological systems and knowledge generally.
● Poster is logically organized, written clearly, and nicely balances text and graphics
● A knowledgeable presentation, addressing audience questions (awarded individually)
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Avida-ED Quick Start Manual v.3.2

Avida-ED Quick Start User Manual
I. General Avida-ED Workspace
Viewer
chooser

Lab
Bench

Freezer

(A) Viewer chooser buttons
Switch between lab bench views

(B) Lab bench
Three lab bench options:
1. Population View Lab Bench (Petri dish & stats viewpanes)

© Robert T. Pennock
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2. Organism View Lab Bench (Genetiscope)

3. Analysis View Lab Bench (Data graphing & analysis)

(C) The Freezer
• Storage shelves for:
- Configured Petri dishes (environmental settings but no organisms)
- Individual organisms removed from a Petri dish
- Populated Petri dishes (environment settings and frozen organisms)

• Drag and drop freezer items to or from an open lab bench.
• Right-click (Ctrl-click) or double-click item in freezer (except default items) to rename,
delete or export it.
• Click a disclose triangle to hide or show lists of items
• Export selected item. [MENU File -> Export Freezer Item…]
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II. Lab Benches
(1) Population Viewer (“Petri Dish” & environment settings)

Functionality
- Evolve a population in a Petri dish
- Click on an individual organism and observe its stats
- Observe whole population stats in real time
- Graph population stats in real time

Basic Controls
- Drag a Petri dish (configured or populated) or one or more organisms into the Petri dish
bench from the freezer to begin a new run.
- Setup/Map button: Switch between Petri dish front view and its environment settings.
- Export data to comma-delimited file. [MENU File -> Export Data…]
- Save images of population or graph in viewer [MENU File -> Export Graphics…]
- Import or Export a dish or organism. [MENU File -> Import/Export Item…]
Organism
clicked on
stats report

Dish
viewpane
(front)

Population
statistics
panel

Population
data graph

Buttons to
flip to Petri
dish front
map and to
hide/show
side stats
panel

Dish
viewpane
(rear)
Environment
settings
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Dish viewpane (front)
Population
icon &
name

Switch over to
environmental
setup controls;
Hide/show stats
panel

Petri dish
grid
Pull down menu to
change what
information is
being displayed

Color scale
legend

Zoom level &
control

Update #

Freeze dish/organism
button

New Experiment and
Run/Stop buttons

- Population icon & name: Drag icon to freezer to save either the populated dish or just
the dish environmental configuration. Click name to rename.
- Setup button: Go to environmental settings for this Petri dish.
- Stats button: Hide/reveal stats side panel for this dish.
- Petri dish map: More or less of the map is visible depending upon the size of the grid.
Use scroll bars and/or zoom control if grid extends beyond window.
- Color Scale Legend: During a run, the color scale will automatically adjust as numbers
increase or decrease. [“Rescaling” will appear in parentheses.] The spectrum will thus
always show relative values, but particular colors will represent different absolute
values as a population evolves. Special colors: Black indicates an empty cell and white
indicates a cell whose value is above the maximum portrayed on the scale (as the scale
readjusts to accommodate this new value it will be colored appropriately). Grey
indicates that the organism in the cell is not viable.
- Time - Avida internal time; in number of updates since the beginning of a run. This is a
constant internal time; it does not correspond to external time because updates take
longer for larger populations.
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- Mode menu: Pull down menu to select a feature of the population to indicate by color.
Options: Fitness, Offspring Cost, Energy Acquisition Rate, Ancestor Organism.
- New button: Ends the current run (after offering to discard or save it) and then resets the
Petri dish for a new experiment.
- Run/Stop button: Starts and temporarily stops a run.
- Freeze button: Save the population and/or environmental settings to the freezer.
- Zoom: Set the zoom level for the Petri dish. Use scroll bars if zooming in causes the
grid to extend beyond window.

Shortcuts:
- Click on an organism in the Petri Dish and drag it to the Freezer to save it.
- Click on an organism in the Petri Dish or the Freezer and drag it to the Organism
Viewer icon in the Viewer Chooser to open it directly in the Organism Viewer.
- Click on an organism in the Petri Dish to select it. Use arrow keys (up, down, left or
right) to select a neighboring organism.
- Click on the Petri Dish icon in the Petri Dish and drag it to the Freezer to save it.
- Click on the Petri Dish icon in the Petri Dish or on the name of a populated dish in the
Freezer and drag it to the Analyze Viewer icon in the Viewer Choose to view it directly
in the Analyzer without having to save it to the Freezer first.
- Click on an item in the Freezer and drag it to the trash can icon to delete it.

© Robert T. Pennock
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Stats viewpanes
Selected Organism Type Statistics Report

Name: Upon initial replication, Avida-ED automatically assigns temporary placeholder
names to new varieties of Avidians as they evolve in a population. (New kinds of
organisms that have not replicated, perhaps because they are not viable, are listed as
no_name.) The square’s color matches the color of the selected Avidian in the current
Petri dish grid.
Basic Statistics: The listing of stats related to the selected organism are updated as the
population is running: Fitness, Energy Acquisition Rate, Offspring Cost, Age (updates),
Ancestor, and Viability.
Functions list: Metabolic functions, listed in ascending order of complexity, that the
organism may have evolved the ability to perform. If “Times Performed” is “0” the
organism has not performed that function yet in this lifetime (or never does). Organisms
get more energy (SIPs) if they perform more complex functions.

© Robert T. Pennock
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Population statistics

Click buttons to highlight
orgs in dish that have
these phenotypes

- These are the same functions as in the Org. Clicked on Report, but data is given for the
population as a whole.
- Click a single function button to highlight organisms in the dish that have the given
function. Clicking two or more function buttons highlights organisms that have ALL the
selected functions.

Population data graph

Pull down menu
for property to
graph

- Pull down property menu: Pick the property of the population to graph in real time.
Options include: Average Energy Acquisition Rate, Average Fitness, Average
Offspring Cost, and Number of Organisms in the population.
- Vertical axis: Units change depending upon property being graphed. The scale
dynamically changes during a run to accommodate the evolving population.
- Time axis: Time, in updates, since beginning of run of this population.
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Buttons to show
Petri dish map;
show/hide stats
side panel

Environmental settings & controls
Petri Dish
size
setting

Per Site
Mutation Rate &
slide control

Ancestral seed
organism(s)

Offspring
placement
setting

Environmental
resources settings

Exact
repeatability
control

Pause Run
setting

- Per site mutation rate: This rate reflects the percent chance that an instruction is
incorrectly copied. So, if the per site mutation rate is 1%, there is a 1% chance that
when an instruction is copied, it will end up as any one of the 26 possible instructions
(one of which is itself, so it could ‘mutate’ back to itself). With a 1% per site mutation
rate, if 100 instructions are copied one of them will be mutated on average (although
this number could be higher or lower in any instance).
- Dish size: Sets the maximum number of Avidians that can exist in the population. The
two numbers specify the number of Avidians per row, and per column. So, 10 x 10 = a
population of 100 organisms.
- Ancestral seed organism(s): The organism(s) the population begins from. Drag in or
out additional organisms at the beginning of a run. If seed organisms are added to the
dish using this setting they are automatically placed in a set pattern on the Petri Dish
(e.g. in the exact center for a single organism or at the points of an equilateral triangle
for three organisms). If you want to place organisms manually at specific points on the
dish, drag them there on the front map side of the dish instead of seeding them here.
- Environmental Resource Settings: Avidians can receive extra energy if they evolve
the ability to “metabolize” nutrients. Here you can set what nutrients are available in
the environment.
- Exact Repeatability: Many steps in an Avida evolutionary run happen randomly (e.g.
what mutations will occur in the genome, into what cell a new organism will be placed
at division), so each run will be slightly different even with the same general
environmental values, as in nature. This is the default setting. However, if you need to
precisely repeat a run (e.g. for a demonstration) you can switch this to exactly replicate
the sequence with the same mutations and values.
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- Offspring placement: When an offspring is born, it can either be placed (at random) in
one of the eight cells adjacent to its parent, or anywhere (at random) in the population.
If the cell is already occupied, the organism there is overwritten.
- Pause Run Manually/Automatically: If you set a specific number ahead of time, the
run will pause when this many updates have passed. If you set the run to stop manually,
it will continue indefinitely until it is paused using the button under the Petri dish.

© Robert T. Pennock
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(2) Genetiscope (Organism genome viewer)

Functionality
- Observe the genome of an individual organism.
- Play a movie of the genome instructions’ operation.
- Check aspects of an organism’s phenotype, including its viability.
- Save viewer images.

Basic Controls
- Drag an organism from the freezer. (A progress bar will indicate that the organism is
being readied for viewing.)
- Press Run/Stop to start/stop the movie of the genome’s execution. Use the scrub bar to
move back and forth in the movie, or press Back or Forward to move just one
instruction at a time. End jumps to the final instruction. Press Reset to reset the
genome to the start position for a fresh execution.
- Click the DNA icon of the parent or daughter cell and then drag into the freezer to save
that genome. The daughter cell icon will only appear after division.
- Press Settings button for the viewer settings. Use the settings to change the per site
mutation rate and the repeatability mode.
- Press Details to show or hide the side panel, which lists the org’s functions and shows
the bit-level operations of the genome instructions that produce them.
Show/hide
viewer settings
& org function
details

Organism
icon &
name

Shows what the
genome’s instructions
are doing

Shows movie of
an org’s genome
as it runs

Play /Pause,
Single step,
Beginning &
End controls
- Organism icon & name: Name of the organism whose genome is being viewed.

Time line &
Scrub bar

- Time line: Shows the cycle number of the instruction being executed and the number
corresponding to any function that is completed at that point.
- Run/Stop button: Starts and temporarily stops movie.
- Save images of orgs in viewer [MENU File -> Export Graphics…]
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(3) Analyzer Lab Bench (Data graphing & analysis)

Functionality
- Graph one or two data sets from a population.
- Graph and compare data from one to three populations.
- Export selected data for external analysis in Excel or other programs.
- Save viewer images.

Basic Controls
- Drag full Petri dish(s) from the freezer onto the analyzer lab bench.
- Use pull down menus to choose the color for each population and what information
you wish to graph (you can graph two properties at once).
- Save images of graphs [MENU File -> Export Graphics…]
- Export selected data to comma-delimited file. [MENU File -> Export Data…]

Drag full dish
anywhere into
Analyze window
Graph of
selected
properties of
population(s)
Population(s)
name
Set properties to
graph and line
style

Set color for
each population
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(4) Menus

File Menu
- Workspace controls: All the settings and data generated in your workspace may be
saved and reopened later.
- Export / Import controls: Configured and populated dishes, and individual organisms
can be separately exported and then later imported into another workspace or used by
some other program.
- Export Data: Exports a CSV file with five columns [average Fitness, average Offspring
Cost, average Energy Acquisition Rate, Population Size, Viable Population Size] for
the entire population, the sub-set of organisms performing the picked logic functions
and for the set of descendants of each starting ancestor.
- Export Graphics: Direct export of graphics has not yet been implemented, so this gives
instructions for taking screenshots and snips.
- Stand Alone Application: Provides instructions on how to create a stand-alone version
of Avida-ED for situations when you will not have internet access.

Freezer Menu
- Save: Petri dish environmental configurations, individual selected organisms, or entire
populated Petri dishes in your workspace may be saved to the freezer for later reuse.
- Highlighted organisms may be added to dish for an experiment or opened in the
Organism Viewer or Analysis Viewer. This is useful for tablets.
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Control Menu
- Run/Pause/Forward a population that is set up in the Petri Dish. Forward advances the
population just a single update.
- Start New Experiment: Discard or save the current setup and start a new experiment
- Put Selected Organism in Organism View: Copies an organism selected in the
population viewer Petri Dish and puts it in the organism viewer.
- Put Offspring in Organism View: Takes the offspring of an organism in the organism
view and puts it in the organism view in the ancestor position.

Help Menu
-

Help Files: Links to a few basic help files.

-

Report Problem(s): Use to send a bug report to the Avida-ED software
developer.

© Robert T. Pennock
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Glossary

Avida
Pronounced Ah-vee-da. From A-life (artificial life) in Spanish (vida = life). Avida is the
evolutionary computation engine at the heart of Avida-ED.

Avidian
Pronounced Ah-vîd-ian. An organism in the Avida environment.

Death
In Avida-ED, an Avidian will die of “old age” if it does not self-replicate within a given
number of instructions, set here as 20 times its genome length. It may die earlier if
another Avidian divides and one of the daughter cells is placed by chance onto its spot on
the grid, overwriting it.

Energy Acquisition Rate
Each organism in Avida-ED has a value associated with it that indicates how fast the
organism is able to acquire the “energy” (SIPs) that it uses to execute instructions.
Avidians acquire energy more rapidly by performing metabolic functions, which let them
process resources in the environment. Energy acquisition rate is meaningful relative to
other organisms—if organism X has twice the energy acquisition rate of organism Y than
X should execute twice as many instructions in any given time frame.

Fitness
Measured in Avida as energy acquisition rate divided by offspring cost. Holding the
environment constant, if organism X has twice the fitness of organism Y, it means that,
on average, X will reproduce twice as quickly as Y. It is important to realize that, in
terms of natural selection, the fitness of an organism must be compared to the organisms
it competes with. An organism with a fitness of 0.3 will have a selective advantage in a
population where every other organism has a fitness of 0.1, whereas this same organism
with a fitness of 0.3 will be at a selective disadvantage in a population where every other
organism has a fitness of 1.4.

Genome
This is the genetic code of an Avidian. It consists of a ‘string’ (list) of instructions
comprised of the instruction set. Its biological analogy is an organism’s DNA. In AvidaED the size of the genome is fixed at a length of 50 instructions.

Gestation time/length
The number of instructions it takes for an organism to reproduce. This term was used in
versions 1.0 through 2, but has been dropped in version 3 and replaced by offspring cost,
which expresses reproduction in terms of the amount of energy required to replicate.
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Instruction Set
The genome of an Avidian is comprised of a series of simple computer instructions.
There are 26 instructions in the basic set. Different instructions are symbolized by the
lower-case letters “a” through “z” and by different colored dots in the organism viewer.

Metabolic Functions
Organisms receive a base amount of energy, but may gain additional energy by evolving
abilities to perform special “metabolic” functions or tasks. These tasks are logic functions
performed on either one or two 32-bit numbers. The organism must manipulate these
numbers with the instructions in its genome. In Avida-ED there are 9 functions that that
may be evolved (NOT, NAND, AND, OR_NOT, OR, AND_NOT, NEITHER_OR,
EXCLUSIVE_OR, EQUALS). All functions require some complex sequence of
instructions to perform. The simplest of these functions (NOT) takes a minimum of 6
instructions (we think). The most complex tasks (EXCLUSIVE_OR, EQUALS) take a
minimum of 19 instructions (we think). The ability to perform a task multiplies the
organism’s basic energy acquisition rate by the task’s energetic value.

Metabolic Rate
In Avida-ED versions 1 through 2, “metabolic rate” was a unitless number used to
indicate how fast an organism is able to execute instructions. Version 3 replaces this with
“energy acquisition rate” to highlight the energy metabolism.

Mutation Rate
The percent chance that each instruction will be copied incorrectly. So, if the per site
mutation rate is 1%, there is a 1% chance that when an instruction is copied, it will end
up as any one of the 26 possible instructions (one of which is itself, so it could ‘mutate’
back to itself). With a 1% per site mutation rate, if 100 instructions are copied one of
them will be mutated on average (although this number could be higher or lower in any
instance). What mutations will occur is determined by a random number generator and
will be different each run unless the demo mode is checked to force exact repeatability.
In Avida-ED 1.0 - 3.0 only point mutations are allowed but no deletions or insertions in
order to keep the genome at a uniform size to preserve legibility.

Offspring Cost
The amount of energy it takes for an organism to reproduce (i.e. to execute the number of
instructions it takes for it to self-replicate).

SIP (Single Instruction Processing unit)
A unit of “energy” in Avida. It takes one SIP to execute one instruction.

Time
Avida time is internally constant and is measured in “updates”. Avida standard time is
not constant relative to real time; a single update for a large population takes longer in
real time than an update for a small population.
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Update
An “update” is the unit of time in Avida-ED. Avida time is internally constant, but is not
constant relative to real time; a single update for a large population takes longer in real
time than an update for a small population. “Update” is defined as the passage of enough
SIPS (executions of single instructions) such that each organism, on average, has
executed 30 instructions (however, more fit organisms will most likely have executed
more and less fit organisms will have executed fewer).

Viability
Organisms that have the ability to develop and reproduce are viable. Inviable organisms
are those that are unable to replicate. In the fitness mode of the population viewer,
inviable Avidians are shown colored grey.
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